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Wind tunnel test on mean wind forces and peak pressures acting on wind turbine nacelles
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ABSTRACT

Mean wind force coefficients of nacelles are investigated by a wind tunnel test and are compared with those in current codes, such as the Germanischer Lloyd Guideline 2010 (GL2010) and Eurocode, in order to clarify the effects of the ground, presence of a hub, turbulence in the incident flow and nacelle length on these coefficients. Formulas for the mean wind force coefficients are proposed as a function of yaw angles. It is found that mean wind force coefficients of wind turbine nacelles specified in GL2010 are underestimated in comparison with those obtained by wind tunnel tests.

Pressure measurements of a nacelle are also conducted. Notably, the mean pressure coefficients for design load case 6.2 (DLC6.2) are significantly larger than those for design load case 6.1 (DLC6.1) in IEC61400-1. Maximum and minimum mean pressure coefficients are proposed for the DLC6.1 and DLC6.2 by the wind tunnel test, which are similar to those in Eurocode and are larger than those proposed in GL2010. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mean wind force coefficients are necessary for the design of towers and foundations of wind turbines, and peak pressure coefficients of nacelles are required for designing the components and claddings of nacelles. Several studies¹–⁶ have been conducted on the mean wind force of towers and blades of wind turbines, but there is a paucity of those of nacelles. Nacelles have been severely damaged by extreme wind in Japan; underestimation of the peak pressure coefficients for the design of nacelle cladding was revealed by investigations of the accident.⁷

Germanischer Lloyd introduced mean pressure coefficients around the nacelle enclosure in its revised version of guideline GL2010.⁸ Eurocode⁹ also provided mean pressure coefficients. GL2010 is used for Design Load Case 6.1 (DLC6.1) in IEC61400-1,¹⁰ and Eurocode⁹ is used for the design of buildings. It is necessary to validate the applicability of those codes to the component and cladding designs of nacelles.

In this study, wind tunnel tests were conducted to investigate the mean wind force and peak pressure coefficients acting on wind turbine nacelles. The purpose of doing this was to determine the wind force coefficients and surface pressure coefficients that pertain to extreme wind load conditions. In this paper, first, the experimental setup of the wind tunnel tests, such as wind tunnel facilities, experimental winds, experimental models, and measurement methods, is described. The characteristics of wind force coefficients are then examined, and formulas for nacelle designs are proposed. Results of the pressure measurements and characteristics of the mean and peak pressure coefficients are then discussed. Finally, the distributions of the equivalent maximum and minimum mean pressure coefficients are proposed for design load cases of DLC6.1 and DLC6.2 in IEC61400-1.¹⁰
2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The wind tunnel tests were designed to obtain the wind force and surface pressure coefficients of nacelles. The experimental setup, such as wind tunnel facilities, experimental winds, experimental models, and measurement methods, is presented in this section.

2.1. Experimental facilities and characteristics of indent flow

Experiments were conducted in an Eiffel-type wind tunnel with a test section size of 2.0 m (height) × 2.6 m (width) × 37.6 m (length). The wind tunnel facility is shown in Figure 1. Smooth flow with a turbulence intensity of 0.2% and turbulent boundary layer flow were used as incident flows. Profiles of the mean wind speed and turbulence intensity of the incident flows are shown in Figures 2(a),(b). The power law exponent $\alpha$ was 0.2, and the turbulence intensity at the hub height was approximately 13% in the case of the turbulent boundary layer flow. Figure 2(c) shows the power spectrum density along the wind component in the case of the turbulent boundary layer flow. A von Karman-type spectrum is also plotted for comparison. It was found that the power spectrum density of the incident flow was very similar to the Karman-type spectrum. Characteristics of the incident flow, both smooth flow and turbulent boundary layer flow, were measured using a hot-wire anemometer.

Three parameters can be used to represent the incident flow in the case of the turbulent boundary layer: the power law exponent of the mean velocity, the turbulence intensity, and the turbulence scale. Representation of the turbulence scale is difficult and not significant; therefore, the turbulence scale was omitted in this paper. Incidentally, the turbulence scale of the turbulent boundary layer was 0.7 m and less than that recommended by IEC61400-1.10

2.2. Mean wind force measurements

The general configurations of the wind turbine nacelles are classified into four types: rectangular type, cylindrical type, globe type and disk type. The rectangular type is selected in this study because this type is commonly used for wind turbine nacelles. The aspect ratios of the nacelle models were determined by a survey of actual nacelle configurations, as shown in Figure 3. The scale of the model was chosen as 1/50; a schematic view of the model setup is shown in Figure 4. Nacelle models were connected to a load cell by a support rod that was shielded by a tower. The capacity range of the load cell was ±5 kg. The definitions of the wind forces and yaw angle are shown in Figure 5. The yaw angle is defined so that front surface is normal to the wind direction for $\theta=0^\circ$, and clockwise indicates positive yaw angles.

Wind force measurements were conducted for eight cases, as shown in Table I, in order to investigate the effects of the ground, presence of a hub, turbulence in the incident flow and nacelle length. A tower height of 400 mm was chosen, which is lower than the actual height of a wind turbine tower but is sufficient to avoid the effects of the ground on the wind force acting on the nacelle in the measurement. The blockage ratio of the nacelle was less than 1%. Therefore, the effects of blockage were not considered. Examples of the model setup are shown in Figure 6. Case 1 was designed to examine the effects of the ground and to compare the results with previous experimental results. Models in cases 1 and 2 did not have a hub, whereas those in other cases included a hub. Case 4 was for the top of a tower. The experimental conditions of the mean wind force measurements are summarized in Table II. Sampling time $\Delta t$ was 10 ms (100 Hz), and the sampling number was 30,000. The yaw angle was changed...
Figure 2. Characteristics of the incident flows: (a) vertical profiles of mean wind speed, (b) vertical profiles of turbulence intensity and (c) power spectrum of along wind component in turbulent boundary layer flow.
from 0° to 180° at 5° intervals. The wind speed for the mean wind force measurement was 8 m s⁻¹. The wind tunnel test for the sharp-edge model was independent of the Reynolds number in cases in which the Reynolds number was over 5000. The wind speed was, therefore, determined in relation to the sensitivity of the measuring instruments. The
Reynolds number based on the wind velocity at the hub height ($8 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) and the nacelle depth (0.08 m) was $4.41 \times 10^4$ as determined by the mean wind force measurements.

### 2.3. Surface pressure measurements

The experimental model used for the surface pressure measurements was a model with a length-to-depth ratio of 2.5 and with a hub. The measurement was performed in the turbulent boundary layer flow, the same as in case 4 for the
wind forces measurements. All of the surface pressures were measured using pressure transducers connected to the surface pressure orifices by vinyl tubes. The range of each pressure transducer was ±248.9 Pa. The response time was 1 ms, and the low-pass filters were operated at 300 Hz. The amplifications and delays of fluctuating pressures due to the effect of the vinyl tubes were improved using the method proposed by Irwin et al.11 In all, 187 pressure orifices were symmetrically arranged on one half-side of the model (Figure 7). Sampling time $\Delta t$ was 2.5 ms (400 Hz), and the sampling number was 8192 per sample. The wind speed for the mean wind force measurements was 13.5 m s$^{-1}$. The Reynolds number based on the wind velocity at the hub height (13.5 m s$^{-1}$) and the nacelle depth (0.08 m) was $7.44 \times 10^4$ as determined by the surface pressure measurements. The experimental conditions of the surface pressure measurements are also summarized in Table II. The number of samples corresponds to the data set number. One data set is sufficiently stable for the mean wind force measurements. However, the peak pressures vary widely, and therefore, 10 data points were averaged to obtain maximum peak pressure coefficients.

To evaluate the peak values of the wind pressure that acts on a finite area, several pressure orifices should be arranged within this finite area and averaged in space. Instead of averaging the pressure in space, a moving average approach has been proposed by Lawson12 and was applied to the time series of a sample of pressures using the equivalent averaging time $T_e$ given as follows:

$$T_e = \frac{k \cdot l}{V_{hub}} \quad (1)$$

where $l$ is the reference length of a finite area, $V_{hub}$ is the wind velocity at the hub height and $k$ is the decay constant. The decay constant $k$ can be estimated by the root coherence of two pressure fluctuations as follows:

$$\sqrt{\text{coh}(n)} = \exp \left( -k \frac{n \cdot \Delta x}{V_{hub}} \right) \quad (2)$$

where $n$ is the frequency ($=1/T$) and $\Delta x$ is the separation distance between two pressures. A decay constant $k$ of 4 was obtained from the wind tunnel test. The moving average number $N$ required for $T_e$ is given as follows:

$$N = \frac{T_e}{\Delta t} = \frac{k \cdot l}{V_{hub} \cdot \Delta t} \quad (3)$$

where $l$ is the assumed reference length, 1/50 m (The reference length is assumed as 1 m at full scale) and $\Delta t$ is the sampling time. Therefore, the moving average number is estimated as 2.

This method is called as TVL method by which the size of the limiting eddy can be transformed into an average time or frequency by the mean velocity. This concept is similar to integrating the length of the wind velocity. A detailed description of the TVL method can be found in Lawson.12

![Figure 7. Pressure measurement orifices on a nacelle model.](image-url)
The relationship between the full-scale time and the model-scale time is given as follows:

\[ t_f = \frac{\gamma_I}{\gamma_V} t_m \]  

(4)

where \( t_f \) and \( t_m \) are the full-scale time and model-scale time, respectively, \( \gamma_I \) is the length ratio between the full scale and the model scale \( (= \ell_f / \ell = 50) \) and \( \gamma_V \) is the velocity ratio.

According to IEC61400-1, the period for evaluation of the peak pressure coefficients should be 10 min. For surface pressure measurements, the required sampling period in the model scale is 40 s, which is calculated using equation (4). This means that two samples should be used to evaluate the peak pressure coefficients because the sampling period of a surface pressure measurement is 20.5 s. Subsequently, five maximum and minimum peak values at the same yaw angles were averaged and used to define the maximum and minimum peak values for an evaluation time of 600 s in the full scale.

3. MEAN WIND FORCE COEFFICIENTS

The mean wind force coefficients are important parameters in the design of wind turbines that can sustain extreme winds. This section discusses the characteristics of the mean drag and lift coefficients obtained by the mean wind force measurements. The effects of various factors, such as those of the ground, presence of a hub, turbulence in the incident flow and nacelle length, on the coefficients are examined. Formulas for the mean drag and lift coefficients are proposed and compared with the current codes.

3.1. Definitions of mean wind force coefficients

The mean drag \((C_D(\theta))\) and lift \((C_L(\theta))\) force coefficients are defined as in equations (5) and (6), respectively:

\[ C_D(\theta) = \frac{F_D(\theta)}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V_{hub}^2 A} \]  

(5)

and

\[ C_L(\theta) = \frac{F_L(\theta)}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V_{hub}^2 A} \]  

(6)

where \( F_D(\theta) \) is the mean drag force, \( F_L(\theta) \) is the mean lift force, \( \rho \) is the air density, \( \theta \) is the yaw angle, \( V_{hub} \) is the wind velocity at the hub and \( A \) is a reference area defined as in equation (7).

\[ A = \pi DH/4 + LH \]  

(7)

Here, \( \pi DH/4 \) indicates that the area of the hub is zero for cases 1 and 2, which do not include a hub. \( V_{hub} \) in equations (5) and (6) needs to be changed to \( V_H \), which is the wind speed at the model height from the ground in case 1 (i.e. \( H = 80 \text{ mm} \)). \( F_D(\theta) \) and \( F_L(\theta) \) were measured by a load cell installed at the bottom of the model as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 8 shows \( C_D \) and \( C_L \) versus the yaw angle in case 1, in which the rectangular model was set on the ground. The overall \( C_D \) and \( C_L \) distributions are in good agreement with the results of previous studies.\(^{13,14}\)

3.2. Effects of various factors on mean wind force coefficients

First, the effects of the ground and hub on the drag and lift force coefficients are shown in Figure 9. The drag and lift force coefficients in all cases in Figure 9 are defined by the reference area \( LH \) instead of equation (7), for comparison. From comparison with case 1 on the ground and case 2 on the top of the tower, the increase in \( C_L \) by the ground effect is almost 20% at around \( \theta = 90^\circ \). The ground effects on \( C_D \), therefore, are obvious in this study. Owing to the absence of ground effects, the wake that was recirculating the flow immediately behind the nacelle formed clearly, and the base pressures increased. The values of the drag force coefficients in case 2, therefore, were larger than those in case 1. This phenomenon
is conspicuous around 90°, when the depth-width ratio of the nacelle is small. In the case of around 0° and 180°, when the depth-width ratio is large, the separation flow is reattached on the side surface, and the wake is not clear. Therefore, an increase in the value of $C_D$ is not seen.

Figure 8. Comparison of previous studies for rectangular.

Figure 9. Effects of hub and ground on (a) $C_D$ and (b) $C_L$ defined by LH as reference area.
The maximum values of $C_D$ for case 2 (without a hub) and case 4 (with a hub) are found near $\theta=90^\circ$ and are 1.2 and 1.4, respectively. The values of the drag coefficients in case 4 (with the hub) in the range of 50° to 100° are larger than those in case 2 (without a hub) because the projected area increases by the addition of the hub. The maximum increase in $C_D$ caused by the hub is almost 23% at $\theta=75^\circ$, whereas decreases in $C_D$ by the effects of the hub are observed in the yaw angle range of 0° to 45°. The reason for the decreases in $C_D$ seems to be the decrease in the separation flow when the hub was located on the upwind side. The minimum values of $C_L$ are found near $\theta=45^\circ$ and are 0.5 and 0.8 for cases without and with the hub, respectively.

The effects of flow turbulence are shown in Figure 10. Notably, $C_D$ and $C_L$ are not affected by turbulence. A slight reduction in $C_D$ in turbulent flow may be identical to that for a bluff body, such as a rectangular cylinder, whereas the wake decreases and the base pressure recover from turbulence in the incident flow. The separation point of the flow was on the hub at around $\theta=65^\circ$. The hub has a curved shape, and consequently, the separation point was unstable. The instability of the separation point in the smooth flow is more conspicuous than that in the turbulent flow. The discontinuity of $C_L$, therefore, appears at around $\theta=65^\circ$ in the smooth flow (case 7).

Finally, the variations of $C_D$ and $C_L$ with nacelle lengths were investigated and are shown in Figure 11. Changes in $C_D$ with changing length-to-depth ratios could be found at around 0° and 180°. These angles are almost normal to the models. This is similar to the results obtained by Nakaguchi et al. for the mean drag coefficients of two-dimensional rectangular cylinders with different length-to-depth ratios. Values of $C_L$ show a slight change with varying length-to-depth ratios. Because equation (7) is adopted as a reference area, changes in $C_D$ and $C_L$ with changing length-to-depth ratios are negligible. The discontinuity of $C_L$ appears at around $\theta=65^\circ$ and $\theta=145^\circ$ in Figure 11(b). This discontinuity is caused by the instability of the separation point of flow on the curved hub, which is identical to the shape shown in Figure 10(b).
3.3. Formulas for mean wind force coefficients

Formulas for the mean drag and lift force coefficients of nacelles can be estimated as a function of yaw angles because the characteristics of $C_D$ and $C_L$ are nearly independent of the length-to-depth ratios. The wind force coefficients for an extreme wind load that acts on the nacelles are expressed as in equations (8) and (9).

\[ C_D(\theta) = -0.36\cos(1.9\theta) - 0.06\cos(2.8\theta) + 0.74 \]  
\[ C_L(\theta) = \{ -0.7\sin(2\theta) + 0.06\sin(2.3\theta) \} \cdot \{ 1.2 + 0.1\cos(4\theta) \} \cdot \cos(0.38\theta) \]

Wind force coefficients predicted by the proposed formulas in the yaw angle range of $\theta = 0^\circ$ to $\theta = 180^\circ$ are compared with experimental results as shown in Figure 11. Equations (8) and (9) are in good agreement with the experimental results. For simplicity, these proposed formulas are represented with trigonometric functions. Therefore, some deviations from the experimental results are observed. The proposed formulas provide slightly conservative results.

To compare our results for the coefficients with those in GL2010$^8$ and Eurocode,$^9$ the reference area is defined by the project area as a function of the yaw angle.
\[ A(\theta) = |HR \cos \theta| + |LH \sin \theta| \]  

(10)

Figure 12 shows that the maximum value of \( C_D \) obtained by the wind tunnel test is 1.4, whereas \( C_D \) in GL2010\(^8\) and Eurocode\(^9\) is slightly underestimated at 1.3. It seems that \( C_D \) in GL2010\(^8\) and Eurocode\(^9\) does not consider the absence of ground effects.

### 4. PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS

The peak pressure coefficients are important for the wind-resistant design of components and claddings. Some accidents have occurred owing to the underestimation of peak pressure coefficients provided by current codes. Characteristics of the peak pressure coefficients are investigated by surface pressure measurements. There are two design load cases for extreme wind in IEC61400-1, that is DLC6.1 and DLC6.2. DLC6.1 is for a wind turbine with an active yaw system in which a yaw misalignment of up to \( \pm 15^\circ \) should be considered. DLC6.2 assumes the loss of electrical power for control of the yaw system. In this situation, the effects of the yaw angle changing up to \( \pm 180^\circ \) should be analyzed. Peak pressure coefficients for these two design load cases are discussed in this section. Distributions of the mean pressure coefficients for the component and cladding designs of nacelles are proposed and compared with the mean pressure coefficients provided by GL2010\(^8\) and Eurocode\(^9\).

#### 4.1. Definitions of pressure coefficients

The maximum \( \hat{C}_p_{\text{max}} \) and minimum \( \hat{C}_p_{\text{min}} \) peak pressure coefficients among all yaw angles are defined as in equations (11) and (12), respectively, to take DLC6.2 into account.

\[
\hat{C}_p_{\text{max}} = \text{Max}\{ \hat{C}_p(\theta_1), \ldots, \hat{C}_p(\theta_i), \ldots, \hat{C}_p(\theta_n) \} 
\]

(11)

\[
\hat{C}_p_{\text{min}} = \text{Min}\{ \hat{C}_p(\theta_1), \ldots, \hat{C}_p(\theta_i), \ldots, \hat{C}_p(\theta_n) \} 
\]

(12)

and \( \hat{C}_p(\theta_i) \) is peak pressure coefficient at yaw angle \( \theta_i \), expressed as follows:

\[
\hat{C}_p(\theta_i) = \frac{\hat{p}(\theta_i) - p_{\text{ref}}}{\frac{1}{2} \rho V_{\text{hub}}^2} 
\]

(13)

where \( \hat{p}(\theta_i) \) is the peak pressure at a point, \( \rho \) is the air density, \( \theta_i \) is the yaw angle, \( V_{\text{hub}} \) is the wind velocity at the hub height and \( p_{\text{ref}} \) is the reference pressure. The reference pressure was measured by a pitot tube placed at a distance of 1 m from the nacelle model.
The peak pressure coefficients for yaw angles ranging from $-15^\circ$ to $+15^\circ$ are defined as in equation (14) to take DLC6.1 into account.

$$
\hat{C}_{p_{\text{max}}} (\pm 15^\circ) = \text{Max}\{|\hat{C}_p(-15^\circ)|, \ldots, |\hat{C}_p(15^\circ)|\}
$$

(14)

4.2. Peak pressure coefficients

The distributions of maximum ($\hat{C}_{p_{\text{max}}}$) and minimum ($\hat{C}_{p_{\text{min}}}$) peak pressure coefficients for the entire range of yaw angles are shown in Figure 13. The values of the maximum peak pressure coefficients on the side and rear surfaces exceed 1.8 in the central part and decrease toward the upper and lower edges. Those on the front surface are approximately 2.0–2.2 and decrease to 1.6 in the area shielded by the hub. The maximum peak pressure coefficients on the top are nearly uniform.

As for the minimum peak pressure coefficients, the local large peak pressure coefficients are observed near each corner on all of the surfaces. The values of these local large peak pressures range from $-3.0$ to $-5.8$. The local peak pressures at each corner on the front, side and rear surface are caused by the separation flow.

The peak pressure coefficients for yaw angles ranging from $-15^\circ$ to $+15^\circ$ ($\hat{C}_{p_{\text{max}}}(\pm 15^\circ)$) are shown in Figure 14. The values of the peak pressure coefficients on the front surface are almost identical to the maximum peak pressure coefficients for the entire range of yaw angles. Local peak suctions appear near the front corner on the side and top surfaces, and the values range from $-2.4$ to $-3.6$. These local peak suctions are recovered toward the rear edge. The peak pressure coefficients on the rear surface decrease slightly toward each corner.

Typical variations of the maximum and minimum peak pressure coefficients with the yaw angle are shown in Figure 15. Large negative peak pressure coefficient at point ‘s1’ near the front corner of the side surface and at point ‘s4’ near the rear corner are observed at yaw angles of $55^\circ$ and $195^\circ$, respectively. The extreme minimum peak pressure coefficients appear at the yaw angle of $215^\circ$ at point ‘t4’ on the top, and the minimum value is $-5.8$. This local suction is caused by conical vortices on the top at diagonal wind angles, as mentioned by Cook.\textsuperscript{14}

---

*Figure 13. Maximum (a) and minimum (b) peak pressure coefficients for the entire range of yaw angles.*
4.3. Formulas for mean pressure coefficients and comparison with current codes

Since the maximum peak pressures are primarily dominant owing to the incident turbulence, a quasisteady assumption\(^\text{17}\) is applicable to the maximum peak pressure coefficients. In fact, distributions of the maximum peak pressure...
coefficients on all of the surfaces are similar to those of the maximum mean pressure coefficients. It is difficult to directly apply a quasisteady assumption to estimate the minimum peak pressure coefficients, since the minimum peak pressure coefficients are caused by vortex shedding. In this study, the quasisteady assumption is adopted to determine the equivalent maximum and minimum peak pressure coefficients to consider the turbulence intensity in the incident flow as shown in Eurocode.9

The equivalent maximum ($C_{pe_{\text{max}}}$) and minimum ($C_{pe_{\text{min}}}$) mean pressure coefficients are defined as in equations (15) and (16), respectively.

$$C_{pe_{\text{max}}} = \frac{C_{p_{\text{max}}}}{1 + 7I_{\text{hub}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (15) \\
$$C_{pe_{\text{min}}} = \frac{C_{p_{\text{min}}}}{1 + 7I_{\text{hub}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

$I_{\text{hub}}$ is the turbulence intensity at the hub height, expressed as follows:

$$I_{\text{hub}} = \frac{s_1}{V_{\text{hub}}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

where $s_1$ is the standard deviation along the wind component of the incident flow.

The equivalent maximum and minimum mean pressure coefficients are proposed for DLC6.2 in IEC61400-1, as shown in Figure 16. These values are calculated using equations (15) and (16), the turbulence intensity of incident flow, and the maximum and minimum peak pressure coefficients for the entire range of yaw angles as shown in Figure 13. The turbulence intensity of the wind tunnel tests is used for determining $I_{\text{hub}}$. The maximum and minimum mean pressure coefficients obtained from Eurocode9 are shown in Figure 17. The proposed equivalent

![Figure 16](image-url)
maximum and minimum mean pressure coefficients on the top surface are similar to those from Eurocode, whereas those on the front and side surfaces are different owing to the hub and absence of effects of the ground, respectively.

Figure 17. Maximum (a) and minimum (b) mean pressure coefficients for the entire range of yaw angles obtained from Eurocode.

Figure 18. Mean pressure coefficients proposed for DLC6.1 from the wind tunnel test.
The equivalent mean pressure coefficients for yaw angles ranging from $-15^\circ$ to $+15^\circ$ ($\bar{C}p_{\text{max}(\pm 15^\circ)}$) are defined as in equation (18).

\[
\bar{C}p_{\text{max}(\pm 15^\circ)} = \bar{C}p_{\text{max}} (\pm 15^\circ)/(1 + \eta_{\text{hub}})
\]  

(18)

Figure 18 shows the equivalent mean pressure coefficients proposed for DLC6.1 in IEC61400-1 based on equation (18) and the wind tunnel test results as shown in Figure 14. The mean pressure coefficients for yaw angles ranging from $-45^\circ$ to $+45^\circ$ provided by Eurocode9 and the mean pressure coefficients proposed by GL20108 are also shown in Figures 19 and 20, respectively, for comparison. In Eurocode,9 strong suctions located in a small region at the front of the top surface are caused by the separation flow and conical vortex. This phenomenon is typical of a rectangular prism. The mean pressure coefficients by Eurocode9 approximate those obtained from the wind tunnel test, whereas the mean pressure coefficients near the front edge on the side and top surfaces and near each corner on the rear surface by GL20108 are significantly underestimated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Wind tunnel tests are performed for measurements of the mean wind forces and peak pressures acting on wind turbine nacelles, and the results are compared with current codes. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study.

Effects of the ground and hub are observed clearly, and effects of the turbulence on the incident flow and nacelle length are negligible quite small. Formulas for $C_D$ and $C_L$ as functions of yaw angles are proposed. The mean wind

![Diagram](image1)

**Figure 19.** Mean pressure coefficients for yaw angles ranged $\pm 45^\circ$ obtained from Eurocode.

![Diagram](image2)

**Figure 20.** Mean pressure coefficients proposed by GL2010.
force coefficients of the wind turbine nacelles specified in GL2010, and Eurocode are slight underestimated in comparison with those obtained by wind tunnel tests.

The mean pressure coefficients for DLC6.2 are significantly larger than those for DLC6.1. The equivalent maximum mean pressure coefficients proposed for DLC6.1 and DLC6.2 from the pressure measurements are similar to those in Eurocode, but they are larger than those proposed in GL2010.
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